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As an eZ Publish 4.4 user, you benefit from numerous 
exciting new features in this version, including:

A brand-new, native Online Image editor
A brand-new, native Online Image editor that provides 
rich online image edition features. The Online Image edi-
tor improves the user experience of editors and art direc-
tors, reduces cost, and saves time and money.

Online image editor
Entirely re-vamped in eZ Publish 4.3, the administration 
user interface has been refined and improved for this 
version, making the eZ Publish administration interface 
one of the only Content Management tools to effectively 
combine extremely powerful features with top-level us-
ability and simplicity.

Improved administration user interface
An integrated access to the eZ Service Portal from within 
the eZ Publish administration interface simplifies access 
to support, maintenance, and monitoring services pro-
vided with the eZ Publish Enterprise subscription.

Embedded eZ Service portal
An Archiving system leverages the eZ Find search engine 
to archive high-volume content in a smart and efficient 
way.

HTML5 Support
Easier publishing of video content to any platform. A 
native HTML5 video datatype handles Flash and HTML5 
h264 video playback in a seamless manner.

eZ Publish Enterprise 4.4

Embedded Service Portal

New online image editor
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The release of eZ Publish Enterprise 4.4 is a landmark event. A wide range of improvements further 
consolidate eZ Publish as the leading Open Source platform for Web Content Management and 
Publishing.

eZ Publish Enterprise 4.4 is based on the eZ Publish community project, but with the additional as-
surance of the eZ Publish Enterprise subscription--a service which fully supports the platform. 



eZ Systems is introducing two major new 
com- ponents for the eZ Publish 4.4 platform, 
available as developer previews.

The eZ Publish API developer preview targets Mobile Ap-
plication development among other uses. The API is the 
future of eZ Publish application development. ( iPhone
and iPad application makers take note ! ) Consisting of 
robustly designed server and remote APIs, the devel-
oper preview makes accessing all the great eZ Publish
features easy. On the client-side, e.g. the iPhone and
iPad SDK, the REST-based eZ Publish remote API can be 
seamlessly integrated.

A new Newsletter System for eZ Publish 4.4 is based on
the CJW Newsletter extension. The result of a collabora-
tion between CJW, trusted community members, busi-
ness partners, and eZ, the newsletter application offers
a more integrated approach to email-based and internal
publishing with eZ Publish. The Newsletter system, to
be certified and supported following the 4.4 release, is a
prime example of the kinds of vibrant, fruitful collabora-
tions between eZ, partners and community which eZ
Systems will continue to foster in future versions !

eZ Publish API developer preview: next-gen- 
eration development for Mobile App and 
other multichannel content experiences
In conjunction with the release of eZ Publish 4.4, eZ will
put the Developer Preview of the eZ Publish API into the
hands of the community, offering a window on the future
or eZ Publish development. Developers from the com-
munity will have access, and are welcome to participate 
in the shaping of the final APIs. The Developer preview
promises to make the release of eZ Publish 4.4 a revolu- 
tionary moment in the on-going evolution eZ Publish.

The remote API gives you all the power of eZ Publish
functionalities, in a lean and elegant solution for remote
applications such as the iPhone, iPad, other phone. mo-
bile media, or online TV devices. The remote API is built
on a REST-like architecture, the now-established stand-
ard for remote communications between applications
over the net. It will be easy to embed in a variety of SDK.
including the iPhone SDK.

The API improves on the server-side as well, with a far
more cleaner and simpler server-side API, which is still
based on PHP, but which redefines and simplifies the
way developers implement their solutions. eZ Publish 4.4
will take development to new heights of reliability and
sustainability.

Rejoice, HTML5 Video Support has arrived !
The list of improvements included in this release goes on,
but we would like to touch on a few of the more exciting
developments here:
The video datatype now supports native HTML5 play-
back, enabling the direct publishing and playback of
video content on non-Flash friendly devices that have
HTML5 support. such as the iPhone and iPad !
The new redesigned User Session Handler achieves a
significantly higher performance on high-traffic sites- -a 
must-have feature for editors of large audience web sites.
The user-generated content module, eZ Comment, now 
includes a native reCaptcha integration.
The XML Export extension handles any XML transforma- 
tion on ezxml-based rich text content, simplifying pub-
lishing towards targets such as indesign, indesign server,
or any other print publishing system.

Next-generation Mobile App and other 
multichannel content experiences
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Welcome the eZ Online Image editor, be-
cause Web Content is more than text.
At eZ, we know content is not only text, but also images,
video, audio, interactive content and digital assets !

That’s one of the many things that separates eZ from the
rest of the Web Content Management solutions that focus
on HTML editing.

With that in mind, we have furnished the eZ Publish 4.4
Enterprise release with a tool that gives editorial staff the
power to edit images directly in eZ Publish. With Online
Image Edit you can apply filters to all or portions of the
image, add a watermark to the image, or crop and resize
the image--all with the comfort of an elegant AJAX-based
user interface. Publishing images made easy.

The new administration interface, phase 2
eZ Publish 4.3 established the basis for the new eZ Pub- 
lish administration interface--the foundation for improved
user experience in future versions. In eZ Publish 4.4, a
number of additional features and refinements on the
administration interface make users’ lives even easier !

Browsing and navigating the content repository has never
been so simple. An AJAX sub-item navigation panel
means less clicks and quicker response time when you
are navigating through a large number of assets.

Integrated access to Service Portal
To create the most engaging user experience possible,
we focused on simplifying the lives of eZ Publish adminis-
trators. In previous versions of eZ Publish, administrators
with eZ Publish Enterprise subscriptions had to juggle an 
additional login and password for yet another application
in order to access the Service Portal and get the benefits
of eZ Publish maintenance, support and monitoring.
In eZ Publish 4.4, eZ Publish Enterprise subscribers
simply access their Service Portal from within eZ Pub-
lish’s administration interface via the Service Portal tab
.
A secure, single sign-on system between eZ Publish and
the eZ Service Portal infrastructure means less clicks,
less information to memorize, and more time to focus on
tasks that really matter. Frequent users of the eZ Publish 
Enterprise subscription will love this new feature

Archiving content with eZ: preserve the 
power of your content
eZ Publish 4.4 includes a powerful archiving toolkit
which leverages the eZ Find search and indexing module.
Free up resources and improve performance by unload- 
ing legacy content from the content engine. eZ Publish
makes archiving easy, while still keeping archived content
fully search-able and online in a read-only mode, pre-
serving content granularity for publishing on any channel.
The Archive extension points the way for future devel-
opment in eZ Publish. With highly-innovative non-sql
technology as a basis for further development, eZ Publish
is making it possible to handle de-multiplied volumes of
content while improving eZ Publish’s performance and
speed.

Emailing with eZ Publish: CJW Newsletter 
and newsletter management in eZ Publish
The 4.4 release also revamps how email communication 
is done with eZ Publish. Simultaneous to the release of ez
Publish 4.4. the eZ CJW Newsletter is being adopted as
the standard method for email publishing on the eZ Pub-
lish platform. The solution will be supported and main-
tained by eZ Publish, while still being actively developed
by CJW and rest of the eZ Publish community. The CJW
Newsletter system is a prime example of open innovation
between eZ Systems and its partner community.

eZ Publish 4.4 is the highest-quality platform in the
history of eZ Publish. The new platform includes 
numer-ous bug fixes, improved stability and perform-
ance, and a refined user experience. More than ever, eZ 
Publish out-strips other Open Source offerings, and for 
stability,solidity and quality matches or surpasses the 
traditional proprietary software solutions !

New usability and performance 
enhancing features
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eZ Systems Headquarters

Klostergate 30
N-3732 Skien
Norway

Phone: +4735587020
E-mail : info@ez.no

eZ Systems North America

10 Riverside Plaza, Suite 1800
Chicago, IL 60606
USA

Phone: +1 312.474.6185 
E-mail: info.en@ez.no 

eZ Systems Nordics

Trondheimsveien 135
0570 Oslo
Norway

Phone: + 47 35 58 70 20
E-mail: info@ez.no

eZ Systems Central/East Europe

Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 13
44227 Dortmund
Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 231 9742 7750
Fax: +49 (0) 231 9742 7751
E-mail: info.de@ez.no

eZ Systems Western Europe

Paris Office and training center

7, cite’ de l’ameublement
75011 Paris
France

Lyon’s office

26, rue de la République 
69002 Lyon
France

Phone : + 33 (0) 4 78 37 18 20
Fax : + 33 (0) 4 78 37 01 56 
E-mail: info.fr@ez.no

eZ Systems Japan

東京都新宿区西新宿 6-22-1 
新宿スクエアタワ−18F

Shinjuku Square Tower 18F, 
6-22-1 Nishi-Shinjuku
Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo

Phone : + 81 3 5325 9071 
Fax : + 81 3 5325 9072 
E-mail: info.jp@ez.no
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